
Caroline Llanes
cmllanes@umich.edu | (619) 306-1063 | Glenwood Springs, CO

PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY
Passionate reporter looking to use storytelling skills and public radio experience to report compelling and fact-based
news in local communities to inform, enrich, and amplify the voices of the people in those communities.

EXPERIENCE
Aspen Public Radio Aspen, CO
General assignment reporter Feb 2022-present

● Reported on Aspen’s City Hall and the Roaring Fork Valley, including local and federal agencies, wildfires,
Spanish-speaking communities, and affordable housing

● Wrote, reported, and produced readers, cut copies, voicers, and wraps for APR’s daily newscasts and for the
Rocky Mountain Community Radio Network

● Filed stories for NPR in both newscasts and the flagship newsmagazine shows
● Acted as substitute host for local ME and ATC hosts as needed, organizing and producing live radio

WBUR Boston, MA
Associate producer, Morning Edition Oct 2021-Jan 2022

● Found, pitched, and produced multiple stories a day on deadline for WBUR’s morning newscasts
● Wrote and voiced readers, cut copies, voicers, and wraps daily for newscasts
● Led the production of midday newscasts with writing, editing, and assisting board operators
● Pitched, booked, and interviewed guests and produced and edited two-ways for WBUR’s Morning Edition

Michigan Radio Ann Arbor, MI
Newsroom intern/temp reporter June 2019-Sept 2021

● Found, pitched, and produced multiple stories a day on deadline for Michigan Radio’s statewide newscasts
● Produced readers, cut copies, voicers, and wraps daily for newscasts, as well as long-form features
● Created well-written web stories with visual component for each story on Michigan Radio’s website
● Filed stories for the statewide Michigan Public Radio Network and NPR’s national news network

Michigan Daily Ann Arbor, MI
Copy Editor Sept. 2017–May 2019

● Checked articles from the News and Opinion sections for correct and consistent grammar and style
● Checked articles from the News and Opinion sections for accurate and correct facts and information
● Worked with senior and chief copy editors to ensure factual and quality work from the News/Opinion desks

Columnist Jan. 2019–May 2019
● Wrote a biweekly column on gender and the intersection of gender with daily life and contributed the The

Michigan Daily editorial board’s Leftside Statements
● Worked closely with Senior Opinion editors to ensure a compelling and coherent article for publication
● Attended weekly workshops with other columnists to collaborate and exchange ideas and feedback

EDUCATION
University of Michigan Ann Arbor, MI
Bachelor of Arts in History December 2020
Michigan Daily, Copy Editor & Columnist Sept 2017–May 2019
University of Michigan Men’s Rowing Team, Coxswain Sept 2017–March 2020

SKILLS
Adobe Creative Suite, including Audition
NewsBoss, ENCO, Zetta
Core Publisher and Grove CMS
Google programs, Microsoft programs, and all Apple
Operating Systems
Live public radio hosting experience
Proficient at filing FOIA requests, PACER, and other
public information systems

Proficient with various social media platforms:
Instagram, Twitter, Facebook, and others
Conversational in Spanish
Working proficient in Swedish
Knowledge of AP and other style guides
Knowledge of Python programming language

Data journalism skills & experience
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